Abstract-In this paper, we propose a feedback scheme for transmitting secret messages between two legitimate parties, over an eavesdropped communication link. Relative to Wyner's traditional encoding scheme, our feedback-based encoding often yields larger rate-equivocation regions and achievable secrecy rates. More importantly, by exploiting the channel randomness inherent in the feedback channels, our scheme achieves a strictly positive secrecy rate even when the eavesdropper's channel is less noisy than the legitimate receiver's channel. All channels are modeled as binary and symmetric. We demonstrate the versatility of our feedback-based encoding method by using it in three different configurations: the stand-alone configuration, the mixed configuration (when it combines with Wyner's scheme), and the reversed configuration. Depending on the channel conditions, significant improvements over Wyner's secrecy capacity can be observed in all configurations.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N the context of a broadcast channel with confidential messages, it was shown in [2] that a strictly positive secrecy capacity cannot be achieved for any arbitrary pair of receiver/eavesdropper channels. In particular, van Dijk [3] proves that whenever the eavesdropper's channel is less noisy than the receiver's channel, no secret messages can be exchanged between the legitimate transmitter and receiver by the conventional method in [1] .
This motivated several works [4] - [8] to focus on alternative methods for achieving positive secrecy rates even when the legitimate receiver has a worse channel than the eavesdropper. All these works exploit the idea of feedback channels.
The simple and interesting method in [4] is based on making the receiver jam the eavesdropper. The receiver can subtract its own jamming signal from the received signal, while the wiretapper is kept totally ignorant of the confidential information flowing between the legitimate users. The drawback of this approach is that the receiver has to function in full-duplex mode. Although an extension to half-duplex mode is presented in [4] for binary symmetric channels (BSCs), it relies on the assumption that the transmission of symbol 0 is equivalent to the absence of a physical signal. We believe that under this assumption, the BSC is no longer valid as a simplified model for a physical wireless channel.
More recently, a secret key to enhance the secrecy throughput of Wyner's scheme is used in [7] and [8] . In [7] , the secret key is communicated through an error-free secure channel, while in [8] it is transmitted using Wyner's scheme on the feedback channels (and thus its secrecy is subject to Alice's feedback channel being better than Eve's). An interesting idea in [8] is to use time sharing on the feedback link. Part of the feedback transmission is used to generate the secret key, while the remaining part is used to transmit random symbols with the purpose of providing the "common randomness" necessary for our secrecy encoding scheme described in this paper. A mixed secrecy encoding strategy inspired by [9] is proposed in [8] . The main idea behind this strategy is to simultaneously transmit a combination of secret messages, encoded by different methods. However, while a message encrypted by a secret key can be transmitted at the same time as a secret message encoded by Wyner's scheme, the additional secret message encrypted with the use of a random feedback sequence does not maintain secrecy. The exact reasons why both Section IV-B in [9] and the proposed schemes in [8] are incorrect will be revealed in Section IV. None of the previously mentioned works considers the impact of feedback transmission on the overall bandwidth use. This drawback becomes critical in [8] , where it results in the "secrecy rates" bearing no physical meaning, as will be shown in Appendix A.
The concept of common randomness is introduced in [5] and [6] . Such randomness can be acquired if all terminals attempt to decode (note that a necessary condition is that the eavesdropper cannot decode perfectly) a sequence of random bits, as, for example, a data stream transmitted by a satellite at very low signal to noise ratio [5] . The case when the legitimate users agree on a secret key by employing repetitive protocols, which are not efficient for regular data transmission, is studied in [5] and [6] .
The idea developed in this paper is inspired by a particular case in [5] . As an example and motivation for the feedback approach to secrecy in the classical Alice (transmitter)-Bob (receiver)-Eve (eavesdropper) scenario, Maurer [5] develops a scheme where the common randomness is not received from some external source (like a satellite), but introduced by Alice herself, and functions as a secret key which allows Bob to share a secret message with Alice over a public, error-free channel. Our model changes the roles of Alice and Bob. Although at some point we make use of the same concept of public error-free channel, we provide techniques that create such a channel, and show how these techniques impact the overall secrecy rate. Our results explicitly count the loss in the total rate due to the transmission of feedback.
While sharing functional similarities with the well-known one-time pad [10] encryption scheme, our approach is radically different in that it requires no secret key to be shared by the legitimate parties before the initiation of the transmission protocol (except maybe a small secret key that guarantees authenticity as in [5] ). Instead, it exploits the channel randomness as means of confusing the eavesdropper.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows. 1) We show how an adaptation of Maurer's scheme [5] can be used to achieve a nonempty rate-equivocation region and hence a strictly positive secrecy rate over BSCs even when the forward channel between Alice and Eve is less noisy than the forward channel between Alice and Bob, regardless of the feedback channel quality between Bob and Alice or Bob and Eve. 2) Our results also indicate how the forward channel capacities scale the overall secrecy rate and what penalties are incurred by the transmission of feedback sequences. 3) We show that even if the forward channel from Alice to Bob is less noisy than the channel from Alice to Eve, feedback can sometimes further improve the achievable rate-equivocation region obtained using Wyner's classical method [1] . This is done by dividing the transmission over the forward channel into two parts, as in [2] . Thus, we transmit a secret message at a rate less than the secrecy capacity [1] , and allow room for an additional common message, which carries information "encrypted" with the help of the feedback sequence. The optimal way of splitting the forward message rate is found numerically. 4) We prove that, for a two-user broadcast channel with both channels binary and symmetric, the optimal auxiliary random variable in [2] needed to encode both a secret and a common message into the transmitted sequence has an alphabet of size not more than three. Moreover, we conjecture that the optimal alphabet is binary. If the auxiliary random variable is considered to be binary (whether or not this results in loss of optimality), we prove that the optimal auxiliary channel [2] that links it to the input of the physical channel is binary and symmetric. 5) Finally, we take our scheme a step further and implement it on the reverse channel (from Bob to Alice, rather than from Alice to Bob), in order to generate a secret key. Alice uses this key as a one-time pad for the transmission of a secret message. The sequel is organized into seven sections. Sections II-A and II-B describe the kernel of our scheme. Our adaptation of Maurer's idea [5] , including the channel model and the transmission protocol, is presented in Section II-A under the assumption that the forward channels are error free. The public error-free channel and the overall rate-equivocation region are discussed in Section II-B for a general value of the forwarding rate. Section III deals with the special case when the eavesdropper's forward channel is less noisy than the legitimate receiver's forward channel, while Section IV extends the model to the case when the eavesdropper's forward channel is worse than the legitimate receiver's. An alternative scheme, which reverses our protocol to generate a secret key, is provided in Section V. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. KERNEL
A. Unscaled Rates
Consider the classical Alice (transmitter)-Bob (receiver)-Eve (eavesdropper) scenario with BSCs between any pair of users. We assume that Eve's only form of interfering with the transmission is eavesdropping. Although our present treatment is restrictive to binary channels, the principles and results therein can be easily extended to more complex models.
The proposed model is depicted in Fig. 1 . The transmitter (Alice) wants to communicate the outputs of a source S of entropy to the legitimate receiver (Bob), and maintain some level of secrecy toward the wiretapper (Eve). The channel from Alice to Bob is a BSC characterized by its crossover probability , while the from Alice to Eve is characterized by the crossover probability . Similarly, the feedback BSCs (Bob to Alice) and (Bob to Eve) are characterized by their crossover probabilities and , respectively.
The transmission protocol associated with the channel model in Fig. 1 is an adaptation of Maurer's scheme [5] and is described as follows. Bob feeds back a sequence of bits representing the independent realizations of a Bernoulli random variable with expectation . Since the bits are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d), Alice's and Eve's estimate of each bit should be based solely on the corresponding received bit. Therefore, the bit error probabilities that affect Alice's and Eve's decoding are and , respectively. Denote the feedback sequences received by Alice and Eve as and , respectively.
At this point, our feedback-based protocol assumes that Alice can share information with both Bob and Eve through an error-free public channel, just like in [5] . The implications of achieving such an error-free channel are discussed in Section II-B.
Since an error-free public channel cannot protect Alice's information from the eavesdropper Eve, the protocol has to artificially create a pair of channels that are adequate for the transmission of secret messages.
For this purpose, if Alice needs to send an n-dimensional sequence to Bob, she first computes , where denotes addition , and feeds this signal through the errorfree channel. Since is a sequence of i.i.d. symbols with a uniform distribution over , the same property holds for the BSC output and, by the Crypto lemma 1 [4] , [11] , for . Both Bob and Eve receive with no errors. In order to obtain the original message , the optimal strategy for Bob is to compute , while Eve's best strategy is to compute [5] . As a consequence, a bit error probability of will affect Bob's estimate of , while a bit error probability of will affect Eve's estimate [5] . The result is an equivalent system in which Eve's channel is a degraded version of Bob's channel, and which is, therefore, adequate for the transmission of secret messages from Alice to Bob. In other words, standard secrecy encoding can be performed for this equivalent system so that the -sequence carries a secret message (which will hence forth be represented as a sequence of source symbols). A total transmission rate arbitrarily close to (1) can be achieved as , where represents the binary entropy function . We shall now restate some of the definitions in [1] and then show how Theorem 2 in [1] can be readily applied to our scenario.
Definition 1:
The equivocation of the source S of entropy at Eve is defined as (2) where the sequence of source symbols are encoded into a codeword of length which is transmitted over the broadcast channel, and received by Eve as . 1 Special care should be applied when using the Crypto lemma [11] . For instance, if is a compact Abelian group and and are random variables over such that is independent of and uniformly distributed over , then is uniform and independent of . However, is not independent of .
Definition 2:
The rate-equivocation pair is achievable if for any , there exists an code as defined in [1] such that (3) where is the average error probability in decoding for at Bob. (4) where is the secrecy capacity (representing the maximum rate at which the outputs of the source S can be conveyed from Alice to Bob, while remaining perfectly secret to Eve) achievable by Wyner's scheme in this case, is the capacity of Bob's channel, and is the capacity of Eve's channel.
The following corollary, which will prove useful in the sequel, follows directly from Theorem 3 and Definition 2. Several comments are in order. First, note that -and therefore the rate-equivocation region as defined in [1] is nonempty-unless (the assumption that feedback channels exist implies ) Second, the rates and do not represent the overall transmission and secrecy rates of our model, since a pair of BSCs such as the forward and channels cannot provide error-free transmission at infinite rates. The information encoded in the sequence mentioned previously has to pass through one of these channels in order to be available at the other two terminals. While this "correction" will be considered in Section II-B, we shall denote the rates and as the unscaled transmission and secrecy rates, respectively.
Third, note that under the aforementioned protocol, an independent feedback sequence is transmitted every time for each new information-carrying sequence . Eve's resulting error sequence is always different and independent, and acts like a onetime pad [10] . As is the case with a one-time pad, the feedback sequence cannot be recycled. If only one feedback sequence is transmitted and used for a set of several messages, Eve's equivocation about the whole set will be the same as her equivocation about any one message in the set.
Therefore, an additional rate penalty has to be introduced to address the channel uses required for the feedback of , as will be shown in Section II-B.
B. Overall Rate-Equivocation Region and Secrecy Rate
This section shows how the overall transmission rates of our model depend on the unscaled rates of the equivalent system presented in Section II-A and on the transmission rates used over the forward BSCs.
In Section II-A, we showed that, if feedback is allowed, we can artificially form an equivalent system that allows encoding by Wyner's scheme [1] . All that is needed is an error-free public channel to support the transmission of the -sequence . By the channel coding theorem, this channel is readily available if is transmitted at a rate (the notation stands for the rate at which the feedback processed signal is transmitted from Alice to Bob) less than the capacity of the channel .
Proposition 5:
There exists a channel code (where is the size of the message, is the size of the codeword, and is the code's average error probability) that can transport the sequence over the forward channel in such a manner that the secret message is recovered with asymptotically no errors by Bob.
Proof: Denote the error sequences introduced by the feedback channels by -for Alice-and -for Eve. According to [1] , if the rate of the secret message is less than , then there exists an encoding/decoding technique such that for any , there exists such that the average probability of correctly decoding for the secret message is (7) for , where is Bob's secrecy decoder. Moreover, according to Gallager's second corollary [12, Th. 5.6.2.], there exists an code for Bob's forward channel with the property that if the transmission rate is , then, for any , there exists such that the average probability of correctly decoding a given transmitted message is
, where is Bob's channel decoder and is Bob's received sequence over the forward channel (when is transmitted by Alice). Note that our decoding method consists of separate channel and secrecy decoding. That is, Bob estimates the secret message , as
. There is no guarantee that this separate decoding method is optimal. We define Bob's optimal (joint) decoder , yielding the optimal estimate . Given the feedback sequence , we can lower bound (9) Thus, given the feedback sequence , Bob's average probability of correctly decoding for the secret message can be lower bounded as (10) Inequality follows from (9), inequality from the fact that for any positive function , while the equality from simply re-arranging the terms. In inequality , we used (8) and the fact that (due to the Crypto lemma [11] ), while inequality follows directly from (7). The resulting average error probability at Bob is thus (11) which goes to zero as .
Denote , the capacity of Eve's forward channel. Note that if , Eve will also be able to decode the sequence with no errors asymptotically. However, Eve's equivocation about the secret message is maintained due to the feedback processing. On the other hand, if , Eve cannot decode for the message . Under this scenario, a secret message can be transmitted from Alice to Bob by Wyner's scheme, without using any feedback. The optimal tradeoff between the rate of encoding a secret message directly through Wyner's scheme and the rate at which a feedback-processed secret message should be forwarded to Bob will be discussed in Section IV. In what follows, we prove that Eve's equivocation about the feedback-processed secret message is maintained regardless of the forwarding rate .
Proposition 6: Eve's equivocation about the secret message does not decrease because of channel coding for the forward channel.
Proof: Let denote Eve's received signal over the forward channel and denote the secret message. Also, recall that the error sequences corresponding to the feedback channels were denoted by (for Alice's feedback channel) and (for Eve's feedback channel). Eve's equivocation about the secret message is (12) where the inequality follows since form a Markov chain, and the last equality is due to the Crypto lemma [11] and the fact that the probability distribution of is uniform over (implying that is independent of ). Hence, Eve's equivocation can only increase because of the imperfect forward channels.
The impact of the forward channel finite transmission rate on the overall achievable rates is reflected in a scaling of the unscaled rates by the rate used over the forward link . That is, a sequence of bits carrying secret symbols is mapped to an -sequence by Alice's secrecy encoder, such that . Next, Alice computes , and feeds this signal to the channel encoder. Since is a sequence of i.i.d. uniform bits (as shown in Section II-A), its error-free transmission requires an approximate number of channel uses. Hence, the source bits are transmitted in channel uses.
An additional number of channel uses have to be considered for the transmission of the required feedback sequence . Noting that , we can state the following result.
Theorem 7: For any
, by choosing such that , we can find a code-comprising the original secrecy code, the forward channel code and the feedback-which encodes the -sequence into the -sequence , such that if Bob receives and Eve receives , we have , , and , as long as
This yields an overall secrecy rate of (16) Proof: The proof follows from Propositions 5 and 6.
III. FIRST APPROACH: EAVESDROPPER'S FORWARD CHANNEL LESS NOISY THAN LEGITIMATE RECEIVER'S CHANNEL
In this section, we show a first approach for increasing the secrecy rate by using our feedback-based scheme. We prove that it can achieve a strictly positive secrecy rate and a nonempty rateequivocation region even if the eavesdropper's forward channel is less noisy than the legitimate receiver's channel . The case when is less noisy than is studied in Section IV.
If Eve's forward channel is less noisy than Bob's forward channel, or equivalently , then no messages can be transmitted at any level of secrecy over the channel by Wyner's method [1] . If we take the forwarding rate arbitrarily close to Bob's forward channel capacity
, we obtain the following result which is a straightforward adaptation of Theorem 7. 
This yields an overall secrecy rate of (20)
The following remark is in order. Maurer's "secrecy capacity with public discussion" [5] is upper bounded as follows: (21) where , , and denote the input and the outputs of the nonperfect channel (in our case, the input to feedback channel at Bob and the outputs at Alice and Eve, respectively), and denotes the probability distribution of input. It is also noted in [5] that in the case of BSCs, the upper bound is achieved. For our case, this means that the unscaled secrecy rate can be increased no further. However, for a practical system with imperfect forward channels, the objective should be to maximize the overall secrecy rate rather than the unscaled secrecy rate. In the remainder of this section, we provide a simple example to prove that by altering the feedback sequence, we can increase the overall secrecy rate of the system over the value (22) provided by the maximization of the unscaled secrecy rate. 
Processing the Feedback Sequence Improves Performance:
So far we assumed that the feedback i.i.d. uniform sequence of bits is transmitted by Bob with no further processing.
Further processing of the feedback sequence results in equivalent feedback channels with altered error probabilities. Although the overall achievable secrecy rate depends on the rate at which the feedback is transmitted, an error and rate reducing encoding/decoding scheme for the feedback sequence implemented among the three parties can improve the system's performance. One such simple scheme, which preserves the independence between the symbols of after decoding, is obtained if Bob encodes the feedback sequence using repetition coding of rate , and Alice and Eve employ the optimal decoding scheme, which is majority decoding. The scheme results in equivalent BSCs with crossover probabilities (23) and (24) where if is odd and if is even, and . The optimum that maximizes the overall secrecy rate can be obtained numerically. The improvement in the overall secrecy rate due to repetition coding, as well as the optimal choice of will be shown in Figs. 4 and 5 in Section IV. However, at this point, we note that a processing method that decreases equivalent crossover probabilities is better when is decreased more than , i.e., when the strength of Bob's channel is increased relative to that of Eve's. By inspecting (23) and (24), we notice that the operator corresponding to our preprocessing method is exponential. It is, therefore, expected that the method gives better results when , as can be seen from Although the aforementioned result may seem counterintuitive (in light of Maurer's Theorem 4 [5] ), the improvement in our case results exactly from the imperfection of the forward channels, which translates to scaling coefficients for all achievable rates, as shown in Section II-B.
Note that if a rate repetition coding is used for the transmission of the feedback sequence, the total number of channel uses needed for feedback is , leading to the overall secrecy rate (25)
The unscaled secrecy rate increases with , while the correction factor decreases with , hence the need to find the optimal value of that maximizes . Some Numerical Results: Since the secrecy rate is simpler to represent than the rate-equivocation region, throughout this paper we focus on illustrating the improvements in the achievable secrecy rate due to feedback. We first consider a model in which the forward channels have crossover probabilities and , respectively. In this scenario, Wyner's scheme cannot deliver a secret message from Alice to Bob at any positive rate. However, the secrecy rates achievable by our feedback based scheme (in Fig. 3 ) are strictly positive (except in the pathological cases when or ). In Figs. 4 and 5, we show the additional improvement in the overall achievable secrecy rate obtained if we use repetition coding for the transmission of the feedback sequence, and the optimal repetition order . Although the improvement is marginal, it proves that Maurer's upper bound on the secrecy capacity with public discussion [5] does not hold if the forward channels are imperfect.
IV. SECOND APPROACH: LEGITIMATE RECEIVER'S FORWARD CHANNEL LESS NOISY THAN EAVESDROPPER'S CHANNEL
If , a nonempty rate-equivocation region and a strictly positive secrecy rate less than are asymptotically achievable without feedback [1] . In this section, we show that even under this scenario, sometimes feedback can improve the achievable secrecy rate. For example, when is small compared to , and the unscaled secrecy rate achievable with feedback is relatively large (i.e., when the channel is significantly better than the channel , while the channel is only slightly better than the channel ), we can have . However, in general, neither Wyner's original scheme, nor our feedback based scheme is optimal. Instead, as we will see shortly, encoding a combination of a secret message and a feedback-processed message into the forwarded sequence can achieve a higher overall secrecy rate.
The method behind the direct part of Wyner's Theorem 2 [1] assumes the transmission of bits, containing secret bits, by mapping the -bit secret message to a specific coset. The rest of bits correspond to the index of the randomly picked coset representative which is transmitted. Since Bob can decode the transmitted codeword perfectly, he has access to all bits. The nonsecret bits are neither secret to, nor can they be decoded by Eve without errors [2] . It was assumed in [1] that these bits are picked randomly (according to a uniform distribution) and carry no information. In their extension of Wyner's work, Csiszar and Korner [2] observe that these bits can actually be picked according to the output message of a uniform source of entropy , which can carry useful information for Bob [2] . At a first glance, it would appear that by encoding the message into the nonsecret bits, we could transmit it asymptotically error free to Bob, at a rate arbitrarily close to , in addition to the original secret message . In this case, even if Eve had perfect access to these bits (which she has not), the equivocation of both secret messages would be preserved. This argument is the starting point of the proposed mixed secrecy scheme in [8] (see Appendix A for more remarks on [8] ). Unfortunately, the aforementioned argument is false. By using the sequence to pick the coset representative to be transmitted over the forward channel, the equivocation of the secret message encoded into the other bits is compromised. As shown in Appendix A, this happens because Eve has access to a distorted version of the feedback sequence , which is correlated with . Therefore, we need an encoding technique in which Eve's information about the message , obtained through , does not influence the secrecy of . Such a technique is readily provided by [2] . The encoding technique in [2] aims at transmitting not only a secret message from Alice to Bob, but also a common message from Alice to both Bob and Eve. The code is designed following a two-cycle maximal construction idea. First, a subcode that can carry information reliably over both channels at a suboptimal rate is picked for the common message. Other codewords are then added to the subcode (in two cycles)-such that Bob can distinguish between any two codewords, while Eve can only distinguish between any two codewords corresponding to the same secret message-until no more such codewords exist.
Adapting this strategy to our case, we can treat the sequence as a common message, intended for both Bob and Eve. In addition to the common message, we can also transmit a secret message to Bob. Since the common message is designed to be perfectly decoded by Eve, the additional information contained in cannot compromise the secrecy of . The drawback is that the transmission of a common message decreases the rate at which the secret message can be conveyed to Bob [2] . However, the transmission of an additional secret message , encoded in the sequence , can make up for this loss and, in many circumstances, bring noticeable improvements over Wyner's scheme [1] .
In order to pursue this path, we first need to establish what is the optimal tradeoff between the common message rate and the secret message rate. At this point, we are looking for the auxiliary random variable , and its relationship with the channel input random variable , that achieves the points on the boundary of the region described previously. The only information about that is provided in [2] is that its alphabet size may, without loss of generality, be assumed to be at most three letters larger than the alphabet of (in our binary case, the alphabet of would have at most five letters).
The following three results(two propositions and one conjecture) greatly simplify the search for the optimal auxiliary random variable and channel. The two propositions are proved, and the arguments behind the conjecture are presented in Appendix B.
Proposition 9:
The optimal auxiliary random variable can be defined, without loss of optimality, over a 3-D alphabet.
Conjecture 10:
The optimal auxiliary random variable can be defined, without loss of optimality, over a binary alphabet.
Proposition 11: If
is considered binary, then its optimal distribution over its 2-D alphabet (pick it as for convenience) is a uniform one. Moreover, the optimal auxiliary channel that links to the physical channel input is a simple BSC.
In the remainder of this paper, we shall assume that is a binary, uniform random variable, linked to through a BSC of crossover probability . Note that even if Conjecture 10 were false, this assumption would not interfere with the achievability of our secrecy rates. Instead, our rates would lower bound the secrecy rates achievable under the optimal distribution of a ternary and the corresponding optimal auxiliary channel between and . Once we pick the auxiliary channel crossover probability , we can compute (32) and (33) Similar arguments to those in the previous section apply to show that the messages , containing the secret message , can now be transmitted to Bob asymptotically error free at a rate arbitrarily close to , in the form of a common message. In addition, another secret message can be transmitted simultaneously to Bob at a rate close to . In the remainder of this section, we calculate the resulting overall secrecy rate.
Proposition 12:
If the legitimate receiver's channel is less noisy than the eavesdropper's channel, the secrecy rate (34) is achievable by our feedback-based scheme, where and are given by (32) and (33), respectively.
Proof: Define the equivocations and , where is the -sequence of secret source symbols that are encoded in the codeword as a secret message, and is a distinct -sequence of secret source symbols that are encoded in the sequence by our feedback scheme. The sequence is in turn mapped into the same codeword as a common message. The transmitted codeword is received by Eve as . We know that for any , there exists such an encoding technique which satisfies (35) as long as (36) and (37) as long as (38) The equivocation of the secret message at Eve is now defined as Note that the overall rate at which the secret source is transmitted is now . Therefore, a correction of has to be applied to the rate . Note that the condition for achieving equality asymptotically (as ) in (43) is that the two levels of secrecy operate at and , respectively. Several comments are in order. If , we obtain , and . However, in this case, since no secret message is transmitted directly by Wyner's scheme, we can safely transmit the feedback-processed message at a rate just like in Section III. This discontinuity in is why in (34) we have to compare the result of the maximization over (corresponding to the mixed scheme) with the rate achieved by the pure feedback scheme. If , we have , and , resulting in Wyner's original scheme [1] -hence no discontinuity in . Any value of in the open interval results in a combination of the two schemes.
Some More Numerical Results:
To illustrate the performance of our second approach to implement the feedback-based secrecy scheme, we consider a model in which the forward channels have crossover probabilities and , respectively. The secrecy rate achievable by Wyner's original scheme is . In Fig. 6 , we show the overall achievable secrecy rate when we use our feedback scheme, for different values of the crossover probabilities characterizing the feedback channels. The corresponding optimal value of the parameter is given in Fig. 7 . Recall that whenever , our feedback scheme reduces to Wyner's scheme, and hence the achievable secrecy rate is . Also, when , our scheme uses the whole capacity of Bob's forward channel to convey a secret message encoded with the help of the feedback sequence (no additional directly encoded secret message is present). The improvements are significant. V. THIRD APPROACH: THE REVERSED FEEDBACK SCHEME The feedback-based scheme discussed in the previous section encodes two secret messages into the sequence transmitted over the forward channel. The main idea behind this construction is based on the capability of the legitimate transmitter (Alice) to transmit two types of messages simultaneously [2] : a first secret message to Bob, and a common message to both Bob and Eve. In our case, the common message carries a second secret message, the encoding of which is based on artificially degrading Eve's equivalent channel by the use of a feedback sequence. But on a deeper level, the encoding of both secret messages uses the same principle developed in [1] , and none of them uses an explicit secret key.
In this section, we discuss another approach to increase the secrecy rate, namely when the feedback-based scheme is used on the reversed channel (in the sense that the secret message encoded with the help of our feedback-based scheme is now transmitted from Bob to Alice instead of from Alice to Bob) to send a secret key from Bob to Alice, much like in [7] and [8] (in fact, the scenarios in [7] and the correct part in [8] can be considered as special cases of our reversed mixed feedback scheme.). Alice can subsequently use this secret key as a onetime pad, for transmitting a secret message of the same entropy [10] to Bob.
Although this new protocol requires more bandwidth than the previous one, it can sometimes achieve better overall performance in terms of rate-equivocation region and secrecy rate. However, this can only happen under the (necessary but not sufficient) condition that the rate at which the secret key is transmitted from Bob to Alice exceeds the secrecy rates achievable by the original feedback scheme.
Denote by the supremum of the rates at which Bob can transmit a secret key (or a one-time pad) to Alice by using the feedback scheme developed in the previous section on the reversed channel. Note that can be obtained from the expression of in (34) by replacing by , by , and vice versa.
To acquire this secret key, Alice and Bob engage in a protocol which is the reversed version of the one described in the previous sections. Alice broadcasts a random feedback sequence of bits. Bob can then encode secret bits into an -sequence, which is added to Bob's received feedback sequence, and then the result is further encoded into an -sequence for asymptotically error-free transmission over the and channels. If , the same -sequence can carry an additional secret message of bits. A number of channel uses are thus required for the transmission of a -bit secret key , and are accounted for in the expression of (i.e., ). After adding the secret key to a secret message of her own (also a -bit sequence), Alice encodes the result into an -sequence for the forward channel. Note here that because Alice uses a secret key, the secrecy of is preserved (by the Crypto lemma [11] ) even if Eve has perfect access to the resulting -bit sum sequence . At this point, Alice could choose to encrypt everything she transmits to Bob. However, that strategy would require the generation of a long secret key, and hence cause a large rate loss due to feedback-recall that, in our results, we count the bandwidth expenditure due to feedback. Instead, a mixed secrecy encoding strategy on the forward link may be optimal. For example, a special adaptation of our reversed feedback scheme is possible when . Recall that in Section IV we made a comment about the possibility to transmit a secret message, encoded in the cosets of a code, at a rate arbitrarily close to the secrecy capacity , while using the feedback-processed sequence (that was carrying a separate secret message) for selecting the exact coset representative to be transmitted. In Section IV, this was not possible due to the fact that Eve had some information about from its received feedback sequence . In the present scenario, however, the message is totally unknown to Eve, and can be safely used for selecting the coset representative.
Thus, a first -bit secret message-denote it by -can be transmitted from Alice to Bob using Wyner's original scheme [1] , at a rate . A second secret message can be transmitted at a rate (we denoted ) by using the secret key generated through a reversed feedback scheme.
With this notation, and taking into account all channel uses involved in the protocol (i.e., for the reversed feedback sequence from Alice to Bob, for the transmission of the secret key from Bob to Alice, and for the transmission of the secret message from Alice to Bob), we can write the overall achievable secrecy rate as (44) where in the second equality, we used the fact that and that (45) An observation is now in order. Although a secret key of length equal to that of the transmitted message may be generated by our reversed feedback scheme, employing Wyner's original scheme, when possible, in addition to the encryption by the se- cret key is always optimal. Indeed, Wyner's scheme guarantees the transmission of a secret message without wasting any resources other than the bits of the forward channel sequence, while encrypting a message by a secret key generated as earlier requires additional resources that grow linearly with the size of the secret key. For example, generating a secret key long enough to encrypt the whole secret message (of size bits) yields an achievable secrecy rate equal to , which is always less than the earlier secrecy rate , achieved by the mixed scheme.
Numerical Results: For the first dataset, in Section III, ( and ), the achievable secrecy rate and the optimal for the reversed feedback scheme are given in Figs. 8  and 9 .
The improvement in the overall secrecy rate when using the reversed feedback scheme instead of the regular feedback Fig. 10 . Improvement in overall secrecy rate when using the reversed feedback scheme instead of the regular feedback scheme:
and . Represented is the function . Fig. 11 . Secrecy rate achievable by the reversed mixed feedback scheme for and .
scheme, i.e., the function , is shown in Fig. 10 . Note that the reversed mixed feedback scheme is usually a better choice when Eve's feedback channel is worse than Alice's (i.e., ). For the second dataset, in Section IV, ( and ), the secrecy rate achievable by the reversed mixed feedback scheme is given in Fig. 11 , and the improvement over the regular mixed feedback scheme is depicted in Fig. 9 . Once again, the reversed feedback scheme performs better when . It is also interesting to note the existence of a region in the plane (around the diagonal ), where our regular mixed feedback scheme beats Wyner's scheme even when (see Fig. 6 ), and it also beats the reversed mixed feedback scheme even when (see Fig. 12 ). We presented a scheme that achieves a strictly positive secrecy rate even if the eavesdropper's channel is better than the legitimate receiver's channel, and improves the achievable secrecy rate if the eavesdropper's channel is worse.
We proposed several collaborative secrecy encoding methods, all of which use our feedback scheme. Depending on the channel conditions, the possible ways in which the feedback-based scheme can be used are summarized in Table I . The term pure feedback scheme in Table I denotes the feedback scheme as implemented in Section III, i.e., without being mixed with Wyner's scheme, while mixed feedback scheme refers to the implementation in Section IV, under the optimal mixture between the pure feedback scheme and Wyner's scheme. Similar considerations hold for the reversed pure/mixed feedback scheme (see Section V).
Our scheme requires a new random sequence to be fed back from Bob, for each codeword that Alice wants to send over the forward channel, in a manner similar to the one-time pad. We have shown that Theorem 4 in [5] , which provides an upper bound on the achievable secrecy rate when the public channel is error free, does not hold if this condition is not satisfied. The derivation of such an upper bound for the more realistic scenario with imperfect public channels is still under our investigation.
The main advantage of our scheme is that it makes physical layer security protocols implementable with only minor restrictions imposed on the eavesdropper's channel, restrictions which can be easily ensured by perimeter defense (transmission power is low enough to guarantee a minimum error probability for any terminal situated outside a safe perimeter).
APPENDIX A WHY THE APPROACH OF [8] IS WRONG
Since the ideas in [8] are closely related to our feedback secrecy encoding scheme, and since [8] suffers from several subtle flaws, we dedicate this appendix to pointing out three of these.
First, all the rates in [8] are expressed without considering the expense of channel uses due to feedback. While this may seem like a minor inconvenience as far as the forward channel rates are involved, it becomes a problem when the forward channel rates are mixed with orthogonal feedback channel rates, as in Sections III and IV in [8] . More specifically, the secrecy rate achievable by Wyner's scheme on the forward channel cannot be added to the rate at which the secret key is generated over the orthogonal feedback channel unless both channels use the exact same codeword length.
Second, even if both the feedback and forward channels used the same codeword length, the time sharing idea in [8] is questionable. It is claimed in [8] that time sharing is performed between two modes of operation on the feedback channel: Wyner's regular scheme and our feedback secrecy scheme. With the notation in [8] , the two modes of operation would normally yield secrecy rates (Wyner's scheme) and (our feedback scheme). Thus, the optimal time sharing between these schemes is to always use our feedback secrecy scheme (i.e., always in [8] ) since regardless of the channel parameters. Third, our secrecy feedback scheme cannot be mixed with Wyner's secrecy scheme the way that was claimed in [8, Sec. IV] . The mixed strategy in [8] was inspired by some of our results in [9] , which are incorrect, and for which we assume full responsibility.
Whenever this type of mixing is desired, special care should be taken to ensure that Eve's information about the random feedback sequence, obtained on the feedback channel, does not compromise the secrecy of Wyner's scheme. We have already mentioned this in Section IV. In the following, we give a more detailed explanation of this account. With the notation on Section IV, consider the secret message encoded by Wyner's scheme , the auxiliary message-the one used for picking the exact bin representative [1] , and which contains another secret message, encoded with the use of the feedback scheme-, Alice's transmitted sequence (which is a deterministic function of and ), and Eve's received sequence . The key to Wyner's secrecy scheme is to employ an encoding scheme that guarantees that is arbitrarily close to, but less than, [1] . Indeed, this is how the encoding in [8] is performed.
However, recall that due to the feedback scheme, Eve also has access to a distorted version of Bob's feedback sequence . In order for Wyner's scheme to still work, we would need to have arbitrarily close to . But we can write (46) where the first inequality holds in a strict sense and follows from the fact that, because is the output of a Wyner-type channel encoder (for the artificially created equivalent channels-see Section II-A), it cannot be uniformly distributed over , and thus, is not independent of . The second inequality follows from the fact that form a Markov chain.
APPENDIX B OPTIMAL TRADEOFF BETWEEN THE SECRET RATE
AND THE COMMON RATE In Section IV, we have already shown that for an eavesdropper channel with input (at Alice) and outputs at the legitimate receiver (Bob) and at the eavesdropper (Eve), for which the Bob's channel is less noisy than Eve's channel, a pair of one secret and one common messages can be transmitted with asymptotically zero average error probability if and only if the rate of the secret message and the rate of the common message satisfy (47) and (48) where is an auxiliary random variable such that form a Markov chain. This result is a straightforward particularization of Theorem 1 in [2] , for the case when Bob's channel is less noisy and we are only concerned with common and secret messages. From an application point of view, an efficient communications system that uses the framework in [2] to transmit two such messages should operate on the boundary of the rate region. For example, once is set to a fixed value , the system should aim to use the maximum secrecy rate available under these circumstances. This is equivalent to finding the optimal auxiliary random variable , and the optimal relation (we shall henceforth denote this relation by the term "channel") between and that maximize for a given value of .
To the best of our knowledge, at present, there exist no studies that solve the aforementioned problem, even for the simplest of cases. In this appendix, we prove that the alphabet size of can be reduced from five letters to just three letters without any loss of optimality (Proposition 9), and then provide arguments to back our Conjecture 10 that the boundary of the rate region is achieved by a binary auxiliary random variable . Finally, we prove Proposition 11 which states that if is considered binary, then the optimal auxiliary channel, which connects to the channel input random variable , is a BSC. Our model consists of a main channel and an eavesdropper channel modeled as BSCs with crossover probabilities and , respectively, such that and , .
1) Proof of Proposition 9:
Following the proof of the admissibility of the size constraints in [2] , we make the following denotations:
where denotes the probability mass function (p.m.f.) of , while and are the respective entropies of and , when has the p.m.f. given by . In the remainder of this appendix, we shall denote , as the formula is the same as the crossover probability of a concatenation of two BSCs with respective crossover probabilities and .
Think of as a function under the control of the random variable . Thus, for any in the alphabet of , if , then the p.m.f. of becomes . We can now write, as in [2] (52) (53) (54) and (55) where we used the fact that form a Markov chain and that and are independent of the actual probability distribution of (the variables are related through BSCs). Note that is completely determined by the channel coefficients and and by defined in (52).
Consider the triple and note that all of the quantities in (52)-(55) shown previously are expressed in terms of the same convex combination of one of the members of our triple. In other words, any set of feasible values for the quantities in (52)- (55) is uniquely determined by a point in the convex hull of the set C , which is a 3-D space curve. Note here that for any we can find a that yields the same values for , , and . By Caratheodory's theorem, since C , any point in the convex hull of C can be expressed as a convex combination of only four points belonging to C. Using the same strengthened version of Caratheodory's theorem, due to Eggleston, as in [2] , we can state that, since C is a connected 2 subset of , any point in its convex hull can be expressed as a convex combination of only three points belonging to C ([14, Th. 18 (ii), p. 35]). This implies that it is enough to consider only three values of to be able to produce any triple of feasible values for the quantities in (54) and (55). But since is controlled by the value of the auxiliary random variable , we can therefore let be ternary.
2) Arguments Supporting Conjecture 10:
In the following Conjecture 13, we state that, due to the special form of the set C defined in the previous section, we can actually express any point in its convex hull as the convex combination of only two of its points.
This would imply that it is enough to consider only two values of to be able to produce any triple of feasible values for the quantities in (54) and (55) and hence we can let be binary.
Conjecture 13:
Consider the 3-D space curve given by C . Any point in the convex hull of C can be expressed as the convex combination of only two points belonging to C.
Supporting Arguments: Recall the denotation . The space curve C, along with its projections onto the and planes, is represented in Fig. 13 . We shall henceforth call the axis the "abscissa" axis, because it is the common abscissa axis of both and planes. Also represented in the figure is a random point in the convex hull of C, which was obtained as the convex combination of three points , , and belonging to C. Due to Eggleston's extension of Caratheodory's theorem [14] , we know that any point in the convex hull of C can be obtained in this manner. In the remainder of this argument, we shall denote by the projection of the point onto the plane, and by the projection of the point onto the plane, for any point . Moreover, we denote by C and C the projections of the space curve C on the two planes, respectively.
The present conjecture shows that in fact the point can be obtained as the convex combination of only two points of C-in Fig. 13 , these points were denoted by and . This is equivalent to showing that there exist two values and of , such that if we denote the points , , , and , then belongs to the line segment connecting and , and simultaneously belongs to the line segment connecting and . At this point, assume that the following remark is true.
Remark 14:
(This remark has been checked numerically. However, we currently do not have a theoretical proof.) Consider four random points , , , on the space curve C, such that their respective abscissas , , , satisfy , and construct their projections , , , and , , , on the planes and , respectively. Then, the abscissa of the intersection of the segments and is greater than the abscissa of the intersection of the segments and . The result is illustrated in Fig. 14 for two tuples of points, namely and . Recall that the points , , and determine our point of interest , i.e.,
, where , , and . This implies that the intersection between the segments and , and the intersection between and have the same abscissa, namely . Due to the earlier Remark 14, this means that the segment intersects the curve C at a point which has an abscissa which is less than the abscissa of the intersection between and C , as illustrated in Fig. 15 .
Denote by the point of C with the same abscissa as . It is clear that the segment passes above the point , while passes through . By a similar rationale, the intersection between the segments and and the intersection between and have the same abscissa, namely . Due to Remark 14, this means that the segment intersects the curve C at a point which has an abscissa which is less than the abscissa of the intersection between and C (see Fig. 15 ). Denote by the point of C with the same abscissa as . It is clear that the segment passes below the point , while passes through . This implies that there exists a value of such that, if we denote and , then the segments and intersect the curves C and C , respectively, at points and with the same abscissa . Hence, and are the projections of a point C, and and are the projections of a point C, and the segment goes through .
3) Proof of Proposition 11:
Let belong to (whether that is optimal or not is still an open problem), and denote . Since is also binary, the channel between and can be completely characterized by two transition probabilities. Denote (this implies ), and (this implies ). Note that (47) and (48) can be rewritten as 
We show that if we replace this triple by the triple (corresponding to a uniform distribution of over and a BSC between and ), such that (61) (we also prove that such a exists always), we have and . Therefore, a triple for which either or holds cannot be optimal, and hence, the last part of our theorem is proved.
Note that translates to
Since , the binary entropy function is a bijection over and with is also a bijection over , we can always find a that satisfies (62). Since and , it is straightforward to see that (63)
We can now write (64)
Define
. From (61), we have that , and it is straightforward to see that . Since we only discuss the case when
